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A Fundamental Inonsisteny Between Equilibrium CausalDisovery and Causal Reasoning Formalisms.yDenver Dash and zMarek DruzdzelDeision Systems Laboratoryyz, Department of Physis and Astronomyy, Department ofInformation Siene and Teleommuniationsz, and Intelligent Systems Programz,University of PittsburghyzCausal disovery, for the most part, is onerned with learning ausal models in theform of direted ayli graphs (DAGs) from equilibrium (as opposed to time series) data.Causal reasoning, by ontrast, is onerned with using suh ausal DAGs to perform infer-enes. In partiular, muh work on ausal reasoning has foused on the ability to preditthe new probability distribution over a set of variables, V , given a ausal graph G = (V;E)and given the fat that some subset of variables V 0 � V has been externally manipulatedto some on�guration. These types of manipulation inferenes ontrast with more ommondiagnosti inferenes, in that the former may require the ausal graph to be altered prior toperforming probabilisti inferene. Spei�ally, the ability to perform manipulation infer-enes is made possible by a ritial postulate whih we all the Manipulation Postulate. Allformalisms for ausal reasoning take the manipulation postulate as a fundamental startingpoint:The Manipulation Postulate. If G = (V;E) is a ausal graph and V 0 � V is asubset of variables being manipulated, then the ausal graph, G0, desribing the manipulatedsystem is suh that G0 = (V;E0), where E0 � E and E0 di�ers from E by at most the setof ars into V 0.In other words, manipulating a variable an ause some of its inoming ars to be re-moved from the ausal graph, but an e�et no other hange in the ausal graph. TheManipulation Theorem of Spirtes, et. al. (1992) proves that given the Manipulation Pos-tulate and the Markov Condition, the probability distribution of the manipulated modelan be alulated. Furthermore, the axiomatizations of ausal reasoning of Galles andPearl (1997) and of Halpern (1998) also take the Manipulation Postulate as a fundamentalassumption.The question that we pose in this paper is \Are these two lines of researh (i.e., equi-librium ausal disovery and manipulation reasoning) onsistent?" Namely, what wouldhappen if we took an equilibrium ausal model (learned from data), and applied the ma-nipulation formalisms to it? Are the resulting inferenes guaranteed to be valid? We proveby expliit ounterexample that suh inferenes are not guaranteed to be valid in the sensethat onditional independenies in the manipulated model an di�er from the onditionalindependenies in the learned model of the manipulated system. Symbolially, if MS is alearned ausal model of system S, and if we use the^operator to denote manipulation, thenwe show that M̂S 6=MŜ .Our general strategy is as follows: We �rst present two extremely simple physial systems(an ideal gas trapped in a ylinder with a movable piston and a mass dangling from adamped spring), we show, based on physial laws what the \true" equilibrium ausal graphsof these systems are. We further show that with an appropriate soure of noise present indata taken from these systems, a onstraint-based learning algorithm will learn the orretausal graphs. Finally, we show that the graph predited by manipulation-type reasoningon these learned models will possess di�erent onditional independene relations than theausal graph that would be learned from the true manipulated system. Furthermore, we will



show that under suitable manipulations, these systems will display dynami instabilities; aphenomenon whih is ompletely unaounted for in any existing treatment of manipulation.This inonsisteny, i.e., the fat that a learned-then-manipulated ausal model is notequal to the manipulated-then-learned model, is attributed to an inappropriate use of theManipulation Postulate in manipulation formalisms. We review the work of Iwasaki andSimon (1994), whih deals with representing ausality in time-dependent systems basedon strutural equation models ombined with di�erential equation systems. They showthat physial systems possessing stable �xed points may possess multiple ausal graphsdepending on the time-sale being modeled.We show that the Manipulation Postulate applied to Iwasaki{Simon-type graphs forour two paradoxial systems, modeled on an in�nitesimal time-sale (graphs whih we re-fer to as \di�erential ausal graphs"), produe equilibrium ausal graphs with the orretindependene relations. Furthermore, we show how these di�erential ausal models or-retly predit the presene of instabilities under manipulations of the system. We onludethat the Manipulation Postulate, and thus all existing manipulation formalisms, are onlyguaranteed to be valid on di�erential ausal models.This work generates several new open questions and areas of researh. These questionswill be presented and possible solutions will be explored.ReferenesGalles, D. and Pearl, Judea 1991. Axioms of ausal relevane. Arti�ial Intelligene97(1{2):9{43.Halpern, Joseph Y. 1998. Axiomatizing ausal reasoning. In Proeedings of the Four-teenth Annual Conferene on Unertainty in Arti�ial Intelligene (UAI|98), SanFraniso, CA. Morgan Kaufmann Publishers. 202{210.Iwasaki, Yumi and Simon, Herbert A. 1994. Causality and model abstration. Arti�ialIntelligene 67(1):143{194.Spirtes, Peter; Glymour, Clark; and Sheines, Rihard 1993. Causation, Predition, andSearh. Springer Verlag, New York.[ Shool of Information Sienes, 740 SIS Building, 135 North Belle�eld Avenue, Pittsburgh,PA 15260. ddash�sis.pitt.edu, marek�sis.pitt.edu ℄


